
Duo NIHZ – PROGRAMMES 
 

Concerts & Theatre Shows: 
  

Jewish Music 
Klezmermusic, Yiddish music, Hebrew Music, Popmusic by Jewish composers, Classical music by 
Jewish composers and own compositions inspired by Jewish Music or visited ‘Jewish’ places like the 
Synagogue in Mad, Hungary. 
 

Concert Klezmer and Beyond 

the virtuosic melancholic encounter between jewish and classical music with a touch of comedy. 
Carefully curated by Duo NIHZ, this program features traditional Klezmer and Yiddish music mixed 
with compositions specially composed for Duo NIHZ by acclaimed composers such as Nikita Koshkin, 
Gianmartino Maria Durighello, Annette Kruisbrink, Theo Willemze, Louis Ignatius Gall and others. In 
this melting pot, Jewish and classical music meet and become one. 
  

The Undying Flame  (Holocaust Music) 
Music that was composed in and around the Holocaust. The programme starts with music that is 
connected to the holocaust. Mainly composed in the 20's and 30's. This is followed by music from the 
holocaust: for example composed in concentration camps. The programme ends with music that 
reflects back on the holocaust and looks intothe future. 
 

Music with Nesjomme 

Duo NIHZ plays a mixture of Yiddish songs, classical, klezmer, Hebrew songs and talks about 
these songs. Guitar, flutes and vocals are the duo's instruments. In the dark times of the pandemic, 
the duo brings a lot of light and warmth with their sounds. Jewish music has soul, Jewish soul. This 
Yiddishnes shines through in all the songs. The Jewish soul is called Nesjomme. You can feel 
the Nesjomme in the Yiddish songs and the virtuoso Klezmer music. 
 

Cheyn, Gabbers & Chajes 
Jewish music with a funny twist. Music by Jewish composers such as Shel Silverstein, Tom Lehrer 
and Johnny & Jones is mixed with Klezmer and popmusic by Jewish composers like Leonard Cohen 
and Tony Sheridan. 
 

Johnny & Jones – De Westerbork Serenade 
Johnny & Jones where the most famous performers of The Netherlands before the second world war. 
These two Jewish men had amazing hits but ended up in concentration camps where they composed 
music about the life in the camp. They even got permission to leave the Westerbork-camp and record 
this campsongs in a studio. During this performance Duo NIHZ perform Johnny & Jones’ best songs 
and tell the lifestory of Johnny & Jones. 
 

Anne Frank – A Life in Music 
Duo NIHZ tell the lifestory of Anne Frank in words and music. The music is chosen from a wide variety 
of songs that come from the places where Anne Frank lived during her life. In the last part of the 
programme the life of Anne Frank in the concentration camps is pictured by music from these very 
concentration camps. 
 

Concerto 
In concerto Duo NIHZ plays unusual concert-repertoire like Carlo Domeniconi's Circus Music and own 
arrangements of pieces like H.C. Lumbye's Champagne Galop and Van Eyck's Buffons. Besides that 
the programme contains music specially dedicated to Duo NIHZ by Theo Willemze and Annette 
Kruisbrink. Concerto is a programme full of fun, laughter and beautiful melody's which show an 
exciting, interesting and fun side of the classical music world. 
  

Crossover Old & New  



Chamber Music crossover programme with ‘Old and New’ music which are combined in own 
arrangements. 
 

Sunrise 
Chamber Music programme about Sunrise and early-morning music. The Last Century - Chamber 
Music including works of the last 100 years like met Satie, Nielsen and Villa-Lobos. 
 

Natural Music 
In this programme Duo NIHZ performs music from a variety of well-known composers inspired by 
nature and animals. 
  

Music & Paintings  
four paintings painted by young talented painters are presented to the audience. Duo NIHZ plays 
music which fit to the paintings. Each painting has an own theme: Tears, Birds, Love and Dance. 
Nature – A Chamber Music programme with music inspired by nature. (For example: music about 
animals, trees etc.). 
  

Guajira 
Spanish Chamber Music. 
  

Latin Passion  
South-American Chamber Music including Tango’s, Bossa-Nova’s, Choro’s etc. 
  

World Music  
Programme with music from Japan, India (Raga’s), Russia, Hungary, South-America, Africa and 
Portugal. 
  

Musictheatre 
Duo NIHZ plays together! – comedy musictheatre show. 
  

Music & Theatre on the street 
Duo NIHZ plays together on the street! – comedy and musicshow for on the street, for busking- and 
streettheatrefestivals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Collaborations with Storytellers & Musicians: 
  

Jewish Music with Kantor Baruch Chauskin 
Kantor Baruch Chauskin of the Orthodox Synagogue in Osnabrück (Germany) has one of the most 
beautiful voices in Jewish music nowadays. With a wide range and an incredible power he captivates 
audiences all over Europe and Israel. Together with Duo NIHZ this amazing chazan performs a 
programme with mainly Klezmer, Yiddish and Hebrew songs including audience favourites like 
‘Rebbe Elimelech’, ‘Shnirele Perele’, ‘Adon Olam’, ‘Abi Gezunt’ and Yiddish songs composed by 
Bobby Rootveld. 

 
De Buit Bedroeg Ruim 46 Miljoen... 
Loek Boer, Storyteller (Dutch) 
Duo NIHZ and Loek Boer perform a programme related to the holocaust. In this programme two 
stories are told: A true story about a bank-robery by the Dutch resistance during the second world 
war. Part of this resistance-group were Bobby Rootveld's grandparents. The second story (fictional) is 
about two men who meet twice: First in Auschwitz and years later in a bar during a concert. 
  

Jewish Music with Alberto Mesirca 
Alberto Mesirca, Guitarist 
With guitarist Alberto Mesirca we play a programme with duo- and triopieces of Jewish music. The 
programme contains Klezmer, music by Salomon Rossi and music by composers who composed 
specially for this programme by composers like Gianmartino Maria Durighello. 
  

Jewish Music with Gergö Pázmándi 
Gergö Pázmándi, Saxophonist 
Gergö Pázmándi is a saxophonist with whom we play music by Jewish composers. Klezmer, jazz, 
swing,world-music: it's all part of the programme with this saxophon-virtuoso. 
  

Klezrock with Dilana Smith 
Dilana Smith, Singer 
Dilana Smith is an amazing rocksinger who collaborated with musicians of The Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers, Metallica, Motley Crue, Venice and others. Dilana and NIHZ started a collaboration in which 
they make a crossover of rock, folk and klezmer. The soulful rockvoice of Dilana Smith is combined 
with the instrumentation of Duo NIHZ creating a once-in-a-lifetime experience with own songs, 
klezmer-repertoire and covers of Queen, The Beatles, Fleetwood Mac, Tears For Fears and others. 

   
Was Haben Wir Verloren In Diesem Land? 
Benjamin Stedler, Storyteller (German) 
Together with the young gifted German storyteller Benjamin Stedler Duo NIHZ performs a Holocaust-
related programme in the German language. The programme contains texts and music related to the 
holocaust. The texts in the programme are from Hannah Arendt, Joseph Goebbels, Hans Magnus 
Enzensberger, The Comedian Harmonists, Mordechaj Gebirtig, Walter Rathenau, Heinrich Heine, 
Hermann Göring,Hoffmann von Fallersleben, Erich Kläger, Friedrich Hebbel and many others. 
 

Rootveld - Apart 
With Drummer and Bassplayer 
Bobby Rootveld and Sanna van Elst created a rockalbum in Dutch with own songs and Dutch covers 
of songs by Black Rebel Motorcycle Club, Beatles, Tom Waits, Shel Silverstein and others. During a 
rockconcert they can play these songs live and make the joint rock out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Educational Music Theatre Shows for Children and 
Schools: 
  
Circus NIHZ  
(4-6 years) Childrenshow in which children activly join in the circus cause all artists ran away! In this 
50-minute-show the children help out the orchestra-conducter and the circus boss! 
  
Magical Music  
(6-8 years) – Childrenshow in which music and a exciting story are combined with comedy and 
juggling. The children get involved in the show and hear lots of different instruments and in the 
meantime learn about these intruments. This show is exciting and funny but also highly educational! 
  
What is Music? That is Music!  
(6-8 years) - Children workshop + show. In the workshop children get to know things about music and 
learn certain parts of the show. Then during the show the children join in and together with Duo NIHZ 
make a sparkling show about music! 
  
Musicschoolprogramme: The History of the Guitar  
Duo NIHZ will work a whole day with kids who are in the process of learning to play the guitar. In the 
evening the children will present a musictheatre-piece based upon the history of the classical guitar. 
This musictheatre-piece will involve idea’s of the children themselves. The children learn how to 
present themselves on a stage, learn the history of the guitar, learn how to make a musictheatre-
piece and learn how to work together... All in one day! 
 
Johnny & Jones – De Westerbork Serenade 
(Age 14 and up) Johnny & Jones where the most famous performers of The Netherlands before the 
second world war. These two Jewish men had amazing hits but ended up in concentration camps 
where they composed music about the life in the camp. They even got permission to leave the 
Westerbork-camp and record this campsongs in a studio. During this performance Duo NIHZ perform 
Johnny & Jones’ best songs and tell the lifestory of Johnny & Jones. 
 
Anne Frank – A Life in Music 
(Age 14 and up) Duo NIHZ tell the lifestory of Anne Frank in words and music. The music is chosen 
from a wide variety of songs that come from the places where Anne Frank lived during her life. In the 
last part of the programme the life of Anne Frank in the concentration camps is pictured by music from 
these very concentration camps. 
 
Shalom Tzusamen  
(6 to 10 years) Duo NIHZ plays an interactive concert and holds a conversation during the concert 
with the children about basic judaism. The children can sing along and dance along to Yiddsh and 
Hebrew songs. 
 
This is Nesjomme 
(Age 11 to 14) Nesjomme is the Jewish soul. Duo NIHZ tells about basic Judaism, Jewish religion and 
culture and plays Jewish music. The students and Duo NIHZ also get into interactive conversation. 
 
Judaism, Holocaust and Antisemitism Nowadays 
(Age 15 and up) Duo NIHZ plays Jewish music and tell about Judaism and nowadays Antisemitism 
and how one can take action against it. Duo NIHZ’ Bobby Rootveld also tells intesively about the 
Holocaust-horrors that his family went through. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Lectures, Workshops, Masterclasses: 
  
Lecture History of Jewish Music 
Jewish Music has a big history. During this lecture Bobby Rootveld will tell about the development of 
Jewish Music through the centuries. With live music-examples! 
  
Lecture Holocaustmusic 
Lecture about music related to the holocaust. Music composed in concentratincamps, music by 
Jewish composers, music about resistance, music that was composed pre-war but related to it and 
music that reflects back on the Holocaust. 
  
Lecture History of the Classical Guitar  
During this lecture Bobby Rootveld will tell about the history of the classical guitar snd classical guitar 
performers. With live music-examples! 
  
Lecture Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco 
One of the most interesting classical composers who's roots are Jewish is without a doubt Mario 
Castelnuovo-Tedesco. He composed a large repertoire. Besides this he was a composer of 
filmscores in Hollywood and the teacher of filmscore-composer like Henri Mancini and John Williams. 
With live music-examples! 
  
Lecture Shel Silverstein 
Shel Silverstein was an interesting man. A writer of books, children books, songwriter etc. During this 
lecture Bobby Rootveld will tell about the music composed by Shel Silvertstein which was performed 
by Johnny Cash, Dr. Hook, Bobby Bare etc. His most famous songs include: A Boy Named Sue, The 
Cover Of The Rolling Stone, MArie Laveaux and many more. With live music-examples!  
  
Workshop Stage Pressence 
How does a musician move and behave on stage, how do you prepare for concerts, how do you talk 
to your audience and how can you improve these aspects of your stage presence. Duo NIHZ helps 
you to improve this during this workshops. 
  
Workshop Improvisation Theatre with Instruments 
During this workshop we are doing Improvisation Theatre exercises with the help of music 
instruments. By doing these Theatre exercises you become more conscious of your stage-presence, 
the use of your voice and your instrument. The improvisation-aspect will make you help react to 
sudden events which can occur while performing. 
 
Ensemble Workshop Klezmermusic 
Duo NIHZ is known worldwide for interpreting Klezmer. Bobby Rootveld and Sanna van Elst lead 
workshops around the world with their arrangements of klezmer songs. You can expect melancholic 
and lively melodies combined with touching stories about the music during this workshop. You also 
learn special klezmer techniques for your instrument. 
 
Ensemble Workshop Ladinomusic 
Ladino is a name for a Roman language developed by the Sephardic Jews since the Middle Ages, 
which is sometimes called Sephardic after them. Ladino music are the songs of the Spanish Jews, the 
Sephardi, who were expelled at the end of the 15th century. Above all, the Ladino songs tell of love 
and hope, despair and longing for a person or Jerusalem. In this workshop you get to know beautiful 
Ladino songs 
 
Ensemble Workshop The Wellerman goes Outlander 
Soon May the Wellerman Come, also known as Wellerman, is a New Zealand whaling song and 
shanty that was composed between 1860 and 1870. Outlander is an American fantasy television 
series directed by Ronald D. Moore. The first season begins shortly after the end of the war in 
Scotland in 1945, but is mostly about the 18th century afterwards. In this workshop, adaptations of the 
Wellerman and the Outlander theme song meet with songs from the UK. 
 
 
 



Ensemble Workshop Salamone Rossi 
Salamone Rossi was a Jewish-Italian violinist and composer of the early Baroque. As a young man 
he made a name for himself as a violinist. In 1587 he was initially employed as a singer and violinist 
by Vincenzo I. Gonzaga at the court of Mantua, where his sister Europa was already active as a 
singer. He quickly rose to the position of Kapellmeister and made an appearance through 
instrumental and vocal compositions. Rossi was inspired by Claudio Monteverdi. Rossi also wanted to 
express his faith musically, in his own words "to glorify the beauty of King David's songs according to 
the rules of music". Through his friendship with Leone da Modena, who in 1605 allowed polyphonic 
choral music in the synagogue by a rabbinical decree, he was encouraged to compose appropriate 
religious compositions. The focus in this workshop are these compositions. 
 
Johnny & Jones – De Westerbork Serenade 
(Age 14 and up) Johnny & Jones where the most famous performers of The Netherlands before the 
second world war. These two Jewish men had amazing hits but ended up in concentration camps 
where they composed music about the life in the camp. They even got permission to leave the 
Westerbork-camp and record this campsongs in a studio. During this performance Duo NIHZ perform 
Johnny & Jones’ best songs and tell the lifestory of Johnny & Jones. 
 
Anne Frank – A Life in Music 
(Age 14 and up) Duo NIHZ tell the lifestory of Anne Frank in words and music. The music is chosen 
from a wide variety of songs that come from the places where Anne Frank lived during her life. In the 
last part of the programme the life of Anne Frank in the concentration camps is pictured by music from 
these very concentration camps. 
 
Shalom Tzusamen  
(6 to 10 years) Duo NIHZ plays an interactive concert and holds a conversation during the concert 
with the children about basic judaism. The children can sing along and dance along to Yiddsh and 
Hebrew songs. 
 
This is Nesjomme 
(Age 11 to 14) Nesjomme is the Jewish soul. Duo NIHZ tells about basic Judaism, Jewish religion and 
culture and plays Jewish music. The students and Duo NIHZ also get into interactive conversation. 
 
Judaism, Holocaust and Antisemitism Nowadays 
(Age 15 and up) Duo NIHZ plays Jewish music and tell about Judaism and nowadays Antisemitism 
and how one can take action against it. Duo NIHZ’ Bobby Rootveld also tells intesively about the 
Holocaust-horrors that his family went through. 
 
  
Workshop: What is Music? That is Music!  
(6-8 years) - Children workshop + show. In the workshop children get to know things about music and 
learn certain parts of the show. Then during the show the children join in and together with Duo NIHZ 
make a sparkling show about music! 
  
Musicschoolworkshop: The History of the Guitar  
Duo NIHZ will work a whole day with kids who are in the process of learning to play the guitar. In the 
evening the children will present a musictheatre-piece based upon the history of the classical guitar. 
This musictheatre-piece will involve idea’s of the children themselves. The children learn how to 
present themselves on a stage, learn the history of the guitar, learn how to make a musictheatre-
piece and learn how to work together... All in one day! 
 
Masterclass Ensemble Playing 
Duo NIHZ gives masterclasses about Ensemble Playing. How can you improve playing together? 
How do you improve the rehearsing together? How to work on dynamics? Duo NIHZ will give their 
best tips. 
 
Masterclass Jewish Music 
Duo NIHZ can help you perfection your interpretation of Jewish music. Improve the special techniques 
you use, improve the dynamis and the improvisation. And of course also improve the accompaniment. 
 



Masterclass Recorder Playing 
Sanna van Elst gives Masterclasses recorder playing. One of the most difficult things in recorder 
playing is capturing the audience with beautiful sounds and interpretation. Sanna van Elst can show 
how to use multiple techniques and create a beautiful sound. Also she is a specialist with the special 
‘Eagle Recorders’. 
 
Masterclasses Classical Guitar Playing 
Bobby Rootveld gives Masterclasses classical guitar. Bobby himself used to be a student of Maestro 
Louis Ignatius Gall. Maestro Gall himself learned with Andres Segovia. Therefor Bobby Rootveld can 
explain multiple of the studying techniques of Andres Segovia and of Louis Ignatius Gall special 
studying methods. The focus of the masterclasses is on dynamics, interpretation, learn how to 
practice tough spots and finding simple solutions for technical problems inspired by the Louis Ignatius 
Gall Study Method.  

 

 


